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ABSTRACT

Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments performed in TORE SUPRA [Equipe

TORE SUPRA (presented by R. Aymar), Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion

Research 1988 (IAEA, Vienna, 1989), Vol. 1, p. 9] are reported. Two large

"multijunction" launchers have allowed to couple up to 6 MW to the plasma with a

maximum power density of 45 MW/m2 and reflection coefficients lower than 3%. The

current drive efficiency was about 2 x 1019 Am-2TW with LH power alone at a volume-

averaged electron temperature (T6) = 1.4 keV, and a 22 second long quasi-stationary

discharge could be sustained by applying 2.8 MW during a 18 s /1.6 MA current flat top

at a line-averaged density H6 = 3 x 1019 nr3. Stable LH current ramp-up assist was

achieved, thus reducing the resistive flux consumption with an efficiency of 0.7 x 10*9

Wb-rrrtyMJ. Experiments with combined LHCD and ion cyclotron resonant heating

allowed to inject up to 7.5 MW into the plasma.The electron energy content followed

fairly well the Rebut-Lallia scaling law [Rebut et al., Plasma Physics and Controlled

Nuclear Fusion Research 1988 (IAEA, Vienna, 1989), Vol. 2, p. 191]. At

n^ = 1,5 x 1019 m-3, sawteeth were suppressed and m = 1 MHD oscillations appeared.

The central electron temperature then reached 8 keV for 3.6 MW injected. LH power

modulation experiments performed at ne = 4 x 10Î9 m-3 showed a delayed central electron

heating despite the off-axis creation of suprathermal electrons, thus ruling out the

possibility of direct heating through central wave absorption. Successful pellet fueling of

a partially LH driven plasma was obtained, in which 28 successive pellets could penetrate

up to half radius as in ohmic discharges, with 50 to 80 % of the pellet content deposited in

the plasma. First attempts to combine LHCD with ergodic divertor discharges showed

that, when the plasma edge was subject to a radial magnetic perturbation smaller than the

ergodicity threshold, a strong stationary radiation (MARFE) was triggered, locked near

the inner wall. The radiated power then amounted to 90% of the total input powei with no

indication of a radiative collapse.

* Paper 212, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 36, 2295 (1991).

t Invited speaker.
a) See appendix.



I. INTRODUCTION

TORE SUPRA is a large superconducting tokamak1 with a circular cross-section,

in which long pulse plasmas with major radius R - 2.4 m and minor radius a £ 0.8 m

can be potentially sustained with the help of non-inductive current generation. While

progress towards this goal is being made, a number of important issues and phenomena

which take place over time scales relevant for a thermonuclear reactor will be studied2.

These include energy confinement, heating and current drive, profile control, plasma

fueling, power and particle exhaust, plasma-wall interaction and impurity behaviour. The

role of an ergodic magnetic divertor on these various issues will also be assessed.

The long pulse (quasi-continuous) 3.7 GHz / 8 MW Lower Hybrid (LH) system3

installed on the machine is one of the main tools for obtaining such steady discharges

and, during the 1991 experimental campaign, extensive high power LH experiments have

been carried out at a toroidal magnetic field intensity BQ = 3.9 Teslas on axis, a plasma

current Ip < 1.6 MA, line-averaged densities ne ^ 6 x 1019 nr3, and with the full LH

capability (2 antennae powered by 16 klystrons). Some of the early results from this

period have been discussed already4 together with JET results and will be briefly

mentioned in this paper for the sake of completeness.

The following topics will be covered. First, LH wave coupling through

multijunction launchers will be described. Then current drive efficiency and the synergy

between the ohmic (OH) electric field and LH waves will be discussed, together with

long pulse operation and OH/LH current ramp-up experiments. In the fourth section we

shall report on electron heating during lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) and ion

cyclotron resonant frequency (ICRF) heating experiments, and in particular on the

confinement degradation with additional power. Comparisons with confinement scaling

laws will be made. The following section will deal with LH power modulation

experiments, in which we observed sawtooth suppression at low density and some

unexpected thermal plasma response in the plasma center at higher density. Finally we

shall demonstrate the possibility of combining LHCD with repetitive pellet fueling and

show the effect of an ergodic divertor on LH-driven plasmas.



II. COUPLING OF LOWER HYBRID WAVES THROUGH
MULTIJUNCTlON LAUNCHERS

The 3.7 GHz / 8 MW lower hybrid system installed on Tore Supra is made of

16 cw klystron amplifiers delivering a maximum of 500 kW each. The power is

transmitted to the launcher through oversized waveguides over about 20 m with a

measured transmission factor reaching 94 %. Transmission lines are terminated by a 3 dB

hybrid junction which divides the power delivered by each klystron and allows to power

simultaneously an upper and a lower antenna module.

The LH power is coupled to the plasma via two multijunction launchers made of 16

modules (8 juxtaposed in the upper row and 8 in the lower row), and mounted on two

adjacent ports of the machine. Each module consists of 2 rows of 4 reduced-size

waveguides whose electrical lengths are successively shifted by 90 degrees. Spectrum

flexibility is obtained by arbitrarily phasing the modules and allows to launch a travelling

wave whose peak refraction index (n//) in the direction parallel to the static magnetic field

can be chosen between 1.4 (- 90° phasing) and 2.3 (+ 90° phasing). In each antenna, the

number of reduced waveguides facing the plasma is 128 (32 in each row) and therefore

the n// spectrum is quite narrow (FWHM An// ~ 0.2). Up to now a maximum power of

6 MW has been coupled to the plasma during 4 seconds and the power density through

the waveguides reached 45 MW/m2 in some modules.

Coupling experiments have been performed in order to study the if characteristics

of the antennae and their optimum positioning. As expected from theory5-6, global

reflection coefficients in the range 1-3 % were obtained in a wide range of plasma edge

densities and a broad minimum was observed for phase shifts between modules ranging

from 5<)> = - 90° to &)) = + 90°. The various scattering matrix elements of the multijunction

waveguide array have been measured experimentally (rf loops) together with the plasma

density in front of the launchers (Langmuir probes). Comparison with theoretical

calculations showed very good agreement4^.

In order to further assess the influence of the plasma density at the launcher

aperture, two different sets of experiments have been performed. In the first one the

launchers have been pulled away from the limiter rad'us during the shot. T>>t global

reflection coefficients are plotted in Fig. l(a-b) as a function of the radial distance

between the grill and the limiter flux surface. The electron density decay length was

found to be 1.5 cm which is rather short. Yet reasonable coupling was obtained up to a

distance of 5.5 cm, even at high power [Fig. l(b)]. In another set of experiments the

plasma column was pushed away from the antenna against the inner wall of the chamber,



and the density at the launcher was decreasing much more slowly as a function of the

distance between the grill and the last closed magnetic flux surface. Accordingly the

reflection coefficient was found to remain low up to distances of the order of 10 cm

[Fig. l(c)]. Detailed analysis7 shows that the variation of the reflection coefficients is

indeed consistent with both the measured electron density at the antenna and the linear

theory prediction (SWAN code5-6). Good coupling is achieved when the density at the

waveguide apertures is at least around 3 to 4 x 1017 nr3, i.e. roughly twice the cutoff

density.

III. LHCO EXPERIMENTS

A. Current drive efficiency

Current drive experiments have been conducted at line-averaged densities between

1.5 x 1019 and 6 x 1019 nr3 with a clear signature from suprathermal electrons (hard

X-rays and electron cyclotron emission) up to the highest densities. The current drive

density limit8 was not observed and therefore lies above ïïe = 6 x 1019 nr3 (central

density larger than 9 x 10l9 nr3), as expected at a frequency of 3.7 GHz9-1^.

At the lowest densities, the full current was marginally driven with a total LH

power PLH = 4.8 MW, as shown in Fig. 2 ( ne = 2 x 1019 nr3, Ip = 1.6 MA). At

higher density (n,, = 4 x 1019 nr3) in a helium plasma, the plasma current was partially

driven by the waves and, taking into account the change of resistivity due to changes in

electron temperature and Zeff, we could estimate the rf driven current to be of the order of

850 kA, while the LH power was 4 MW. The current drive efficiency in this density

range was 7= neR I^ / PLH = 2 x 1019 Am-2AV and the volume-averaged electron

temperature, <Te> =1.4 keV.

B. OH-LH synergism

At lower power the apparent efficiency was higher due to the acceleration of the LH

driven fast electron tail by the residual electric field. Defining Irf as the difference between

the total current and the ohmic current carried by the bulk of the distribution, we could get

y values up to 3.5 x 1019 AnT2AV for powers below 1 MW. This effect has been

analysed theoretically11 and can be quantified by a set of curves which depend only on

the ionic charge Z (Fig. 3). They represent the ratio of the power absorbed by the



suprathermal electrons from the electric field (Pei = Irf • Vioop) to the rf power absorbed

by the resonant electrons (Pabs) as a function of the resonant velocity normalized to the

runaway velocity. We have assumed Pabs = 0-6 Prf, due to spectrum directivity and

losses, and an effective n// index n//eff = n/y^ak x (Rgrill / R) to account for the upshift12

of the wave parallel index. Thus we obtain the set of experimental points shown in Fig. 3

for two different plasma densities. These data are in relatively good agreement with

theory and show that, at the lowest rf powers, Pei / Pabs was as high as 70 % for

H6 = 1.5 x 1019 nr3 and still around 50 % for n~e = 4 x 1019 nr3. This is consistent

with the enhanced efficiencies observed in the mixed OH-LH regime although the

enhancement factor, which should reach 1.7 and 1.5 respectively, can be slightly higher

than that. This can be due to the fact that the electric field extends the electron tail at

higher velocities than the waves alone, thus reducing further its collisionality.

C. Long pulse operation at high current

With a total primary flux swing of 15 Webers, 1.6 MA ohmic discharges were

limited in duration to about 10 seconds. We have been able to extend this duration to

22 seconds by applying 2.8 MW of LH power during a 18 second long current flat top.

This is shown in Fig. 4 for a typical shot where the central electron density is

neo = 4 x 1019 nr3 (ne = 3 x 1019 nv3), the central temperature T60 = 3 keV, and

Zeff = 2. Steady-state conditions were obtained with about 35 % of the total input power

radiated away, and the discharge was terminated after full consumption of the available

primary flux. With 1 MW applied for 2.5 seconds during ramp-up and 3.5 MW for 18

seconds during flat top (Le. a total injected rf energy of 63 MJ), the resistive flux saved

amounted to 10 Webers.

D. LH-OH current ramp-up and flux saving

Resistive flux saving during the current ramp-up phase has been studied at various

i.' np-up rates and LH powers13. As for the steady-state current drive, the efficiency is

higher at low rf powers due to the ohmic electric field effect on suprathermal electrons.

This is clearly seen in Fig. 5 where the resistive flux saved during a current ramp from

0.7 MA up to 1.4 MA at a rate dlp/ dt = 0.4 MA/s is plotted as a function of the

normalized rf energy input,/ d tPm/n e , for various LH powers. During this phase,

the line-averaged density varied typically from ne = 1019 nv3 to ne = 2 x 1019nr3.



Defining a machine size independent efficiency for the resistive flux saving as :

0 Ka ne

where K is the plasma elongation (K = 1) and a its minor radius (a = 0.8 m), we find

Cres = 0-7 x 1019 Wb.nrVMJ for PLH = 0.4 MW. Note that the plasma major radius

does not enter in the definition of ̂ 168 as both the flux consumption (for a given electric

field) and the LH power (for given rf power and current densities) scale linearly with R.

The influence of the LH antenna phasing in modifying the current profile can be seen in

Fig. 6 where the internal inductance parameter., Ij, is plotted versus time for 5<|> = - 90°, 0°

and + 90°, PLH = 0.7 MW and dlp/ dt = 0.4 MA/s.

The application of LH power during ramp-up (ne = 1 to 2 X 1019 rrr3) produces a

peaking of the current profile with respect to the ohmic ramp-up and this peaking remains

frozen during the flat top phase. Moreover, the effect is more pronounced at the lowest

parallel wavenumbers (negative phasings). This indicates that higher phase velocity

waves are more centrally absorbed than smaller phase velocity ones, probably because of

the temperature profile dependence of the Landau resonance. The MHD stability domain

which is shown in Fig. 7 also confirms that the LH-generated current is more centrally

deposited than the inductive ohmic one. With enough LH power, one can therefore ramp-

up the plasma current at a rate which is larger than the one achieved with the inductive

drive alone, while keeping the discharge MHD stable.

IV. ELECTRON HEATING AND CONFINEMENT SCALING

At low densities ( ne = 1.5 x 1019 nv3) a strong central electron heating was

observed. The electron temperature reached 8 keV on axis [Fig. 8 (a)] during the

application of a 3.6 MW LH pulse which suppressed sawtooth relaxations. The peaking

factor T6(O) / <Te> increased from 2.2 in the ohmic phase to 3 in the LH one. Similar

observations have been made in ASDEX after stabilization of sawteeth and m=l MHD

modes14.

Ai higher densities, ne(0) = 5 x 1019 nr3, the central temperature was raised

typically from 2 keV to 3 keV with the same amount of power, the central temperature

increase scaled linearly with power and the peaking factor was approximately constant.

Finally, with the help of ICRF hydrogen minority heating in a deuterium plasma (2.2

MW, dipole phasing), the electron temperature profile was as shown in Fig. 8 (b), with a



central temperature above 4 keV. The internal inductance parameter, Ii, dropped from

1.23 in the ohmic phase to 1.18 in the LH phase and further decreased to 1.16 in the

combined LH + ICRF phase, over a time constant which indicates a slight broadening of

the current profile despite the strong central heating. High power operation of the ICRF

antennae in the monopole configuration has not been satisfactory yet, and the current

drive synergism between lower hybrid and fast waves which was observed in JET only

with monopole phasing1-'5'̂  could not be detected either in TORE SUPRA in the dipole

configuration.

A maximum total power (OH +• LH + ICRF) of up to 7.5 MW was injected into the

plasma. The global confinement time deduced from diamagnetic measurements is plotted

versus total power in Fig. 9 (a) together with the ITER 89-P, L-mode scaling law17.

These data contain both helium (with negligible hydrogen content) and deuterium 1.6 MA

discharges and three different densities (ne= 1.5 x 1019 nv3, 2.8 x 1019 nr3 and

3.8 x 1019 nr3). The ITER predictions were calculated for an effective mass Meff = I.

The interesting feature of the experimental data is a significant dependence of the global

confinement time upon the plasma density, in a regime where the ohmic power is still an

important component of the total input power. This can be viewed as a reminiscence of

the neo-Alcator ohmic heating scaling1**, but is not described correctly by the ITER

scaling. Instead, we have compared the electron energy content alone (obtained from

interferometry and Thomson scattering measurements) with the offset linear Rebut-Lallia

scaling law19 :

wR-L _ Wn . T. p.
"e "O ^ Lmc "tot

with :

^ 3/4 iit ,1« • i« / /» \ 11/12

W0= 2.6x 10 ne :

Ti 0 0=I^xIO- 2IpZi 1

in units of 1019 nr3, Teslas, MA, MW, MJ, meters and seconds. This comparison is

made in Fig. 9 (b) and one finds the data in fair agreement with the prediction over the

whole density range, for Ip = 1.6 MA and Ip = 1 MA, and for total input powers
ranging from 0.8 MW to 7.5 MW20.



V. LH POWER MODULATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Low frequency modulation

A series of experiments has been performed in which the LH power was square-

modulated between 2 and 2.9 MW with a 512 ms period, i.e. a period which is long

compared to the slowing down time of suprathermal electrons and also longer than the

energy confinement time. At a plasma current Ip = 1.6 MA and line-averaged density

r\e = 1.5 x 1019 nr3, 50 ms long sawteeth were present during the 2 MW periods and

disappeared in the 2.9 MW periods. Radial and spectral analysis of the hard X-ray

emission21 during the second half of each power step (Le. integrated over 128 ms)

shows a large difference between the emissivity profiles in the two cases (Fig. 10).

During sawtoothing and at high photon energies [Fig. 10 (a)] the emission profile is

broad, indicating the presence of high energy electrons (E > 250 keV) over the whole

plasma cross-section. When sawteeth are suppressed, a structure appears near the center

of the discharge where the high energy electrons seem to be confined. In the region

0.25 m< r < 0.5 m, there is on the contrary a dip in the high energy emission whereas

the lower energy emission [Fig. 10 (b)] shows a peak. This feature has to be related with

the fact that, after sawtooth suppression, an m = 1 MHD mode is present in the region

where the high energy X-ray emission is maximum. The low energy peak is clearly

outside the m = 1 mode structure, but the hard X-ray profile inversion was not accurate

enough near the center, and it is not clear whether the high energy peak comes from

electrons within the m = 1 magnetic island surrounding the central plasma core or within

the whole central region. It must be noted also that oscillations at the mode frequency

were observed on the non-thermal electron cyclotron emission (ECE) after sawtooth

suppression4.

At higher densities, ne = 4 x 1019 nr3, sawteeth are always present and the hard

X-ray emission profiles are hollow as shown in Fig. 11 (a) (57 keV < Ephoton <

89keV) and 11 (b) (216 keV < Ephoton < 248 keV). However, since high energy

electrons radiate in the whole X-ray spectrum below their own energy and contribute

strongly to the low energy emission, there is no straightforward assessment of the

electron distribution function in the 20-100 keV range. Therefore, it is difficult to

conclude about the radial distribution of slowing down electrons, and in particular about

their presence in the central part of the discharge (r < 0.4 m). Despite this off-axis

production of fast electrons, a modulation of the electron temperature in the center was

observed from Thomson scattering measurements and soft X-ray emission.



B. High frequency modulation

In an attempt at determining the physical origin of this central temperature increase,

power modulation was applied on a shorter time scales Le. of the order of the slowing

down time of the fast electrons. It was then found that the apparent heat source was

delayed in time with respect to the rf power when moving towards the center of the

discharge4.

This delay time reaches 14 ms at the plasma center (Fig. 12) and is comparable with

the slowing down time of the resonant electrons. From these experiments we conclude

that the central heating cannot be due to local absorption of rf power. Rather, it can be

due to some inward heat transport22 or fast electron transport, or alternatively to some

confinement improvement in the center of the discharge. The modulation of the central

heating rate is indeed small enough to be explained by a 20 % reduction in the local heat

diffusivity with a constant ohmic heating source alone. Local changes in the magnetic

shear could possibly explain a reduced heat transport, but they seem unlikely to take place

on this very short (14 ms) time scale.

On the other hand, assuming that the heating is caused by anomalous transport of

fast electrons would yield a large diffusion coefficient (Dfast = 10 m2/s) or a. large

convection velocity (Vf331 « 25 m/s) for these particles. Magnetic turbulence theories23-24

with magnetic field fluctuations B/Bo of the order of 10"4 would indeed support such

large diffusion coefficients of suprathermal electrons, and have been also proposed in

JET as underlying the observed non-thermal ECE decay after pellet injection into a LH

driven discharge25.

Vl. PELLET FUELING DURING LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE

Injecting pellets during a steady high power LH pulse results in a poor penetration

of the pellets26'27 because of tue presence of the suprathermal electron population.

However, there is a large difference between the decay time of this population and the

resistive time over which changes in the plasma current profile can take place. Taking

advantage of these distinct time scales, we have studied the possibility of using repetitive

pellet injection in mixed OH-LH discharges by switching the LH power off during a
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short time before each pellet injection and resuming LH operation just after (10 ms) the

pellet has been launched

As shown in Fig. 13, the penetration depth of the 600 m/s pellets depends weakly

on the delay time after rf switch off, when this delay time is larger than 30 ms. On the

contrary, it depends strongly upon the plasma target density, possibly through a

temperature profile dependence. Then, with a 90 ms delay time, successful pellet fueling

was demonstrated during a 9 second long, helium discharge flat top, in which 28

deuterium pellets were injected (Fig. 14). Up to 50 % to 80 % of the pellet content were

then deposited into the plasma, thus raising the line-averaged density to ne = 4 x 1019 nr3

while Zeff dropped from 4.5 to about 2. The average loop voltage was almost steady at a

value of 0.6 volt despite the density increase, and a total of 2.6 volt-seconds were saved

during this shot. This has not been optimized, but rough estimations show that it still

represents about half of what would have been saved if the same density rise had been

obtained without the pellet injection, hence with continuous LH power. Fig. 15 shows

the time evolution of the density profile after each pellet injection.

VII. COMBINED LHCD AND ERGODIC DIVERTOR OPERATION

TORE SUPRA is equipped with a set of 6 water-cooled ergodic divertor (ED) coils

mounted inside the vacuum vessel and producing either a set of magnetic islands at the

plasma edge or an ergodic boundary layer, depending on the current IED circulating in the

coils28-29.

At large LH powers, a number of hot spots were generally observed on the inner

graphite wall of the plasma chamber. They were caused by a misalignment of this high

field side wall with respect to the toroidal field coils (up to 6 mm), and this has now been

corrected for the next experimental campaign. At IED = 36 kA, i.e. just above the

ergodicity threshold, the number and magnitude of hot spots in the field of the camera

were reduced, sometimes to ohmic levels, presumably because the ergodic boundary

layer redistributes more uniformly tiie power load on the plasma facing components.

At lower currents in the ED coils (IED = 18 kA), i.e. below the ergodicity

threshold, and for a safety factor qa = 2.9, stationary MARFE's were triggered which

were locked near the high field side wall on which the plasma was bounded. These

occured for LH powers above 2 MW, were maintained during the whole combined

LH+ED phase, and were triggered when pm = n a2 <ne> / Ip = 0.12, i.e. below the
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usual MARFE limit During such shots, the ratio of the total radiated power to the input

power increased from 30 % in the OH phase, to 50 % in the LH phase and then to about

90 % throughout the LH+ED / MARFE phase, while the density kept increasing up to a

factor 3 above its ohmic value with no indication of a radiative collapse or density limit

disruption (Fig. 16)30. The line-averaged density rose typically from 2 x 1019 nr3

during the LH phase to 3 x 1019 nr3 during the combined LH+ED phase.

VIIK SUMMARY

A maximum of 6 MW of lower hybrid power have been coupled in TORE SUPRA

through 2 multijunction launchers, i.e. at a power density level in the waveguides which

is relevant for next step fusion devices such as ITER. The current drive efficiency was of

the order of 2 x 1019 Anr2/W at volume-averaged temperatures not exceeding 1.4 keV.

An rf driven current of 850 kA was obtained at a line-averaged density ne ~ 4 x 1019 nr3.

Increasing the total injected power from the ohmic level to 7.5 MW (including some

combined LH+ICRF shots), and with a plasma current Ip = 1.6 MA, the global

confinement time decreases from 0.3 s to 0.1 s, It exhibits a much larger density

dependence than the ITER 89-P scaling would predict, and is in much better agreement

with the offset linear Rebut-Lallia scaling.

At densities H6 ~ 1.5 x 1019 nr3 and Ip = 1.6 MA, sawteeth are stabilized with

PLH ̂  2 MW, and m = 1 MHD activity is observed. The central electron temperature

then reaches 8 keV with PLH = 3.6 MW.

As far as long pulse operation is concerned, a 22 second long OH+LH quasi-

stationary discharge has been achieved (Ip = 1.6 MA, ne = 3 x 1019 nv3, PLH = 2.8 MW)

in which the resistive flux saving due to LH waves amounts to 10 Wb. The LH-fOH

ramp-up experiments were characterized by a maximum resistive flux saving efficiency

Çres = 0.7 x 1019 Wb.m^/MJ for PLH = 0.4 MW and dlp/ dt = 0.4 MA/s. A MHD-

stable domain exists in the (PLH, dip / dt) plane indicating that, in the mixed LH/OH

regime, current ramp-up rates can be made larger than in the pure ohmic one by driving

enough non-inductive current on axis.

A total of 28 successive pellets have been injected in a partially LH driven

discharge, thus allowing the density to rise to ne = 4 x 1019 nr3. This could be achieved

by switching-off the rf power during 90 ms long periods before each pellet injection, i.e.

without modifying significantly the current density profile.
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Finally, the application of a magnetic perturbation in the edge from ergodic divertor

coils during LHCD triggered an inner wall MARFE for the whole LH+ED phase, during

which the density rose up to 3 times its ohmic value and the radiated power reached 90 %

of the total input power without causing a plasma disruption.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. (a) Global reflection coefficients versus antenna-plasma distance during launcher

displacement (shot TS7207, PLH = 0.5 MW in each coupler, 5(j> = 0°). (b) Same as (a)

during a high power pulse (shot TS7208,1.5 MW in each coupler, &j) = 0°). (c) Same as

(a) during plasma displacement (shot TS7206, PLH = 0.5 MW in each coupler, &> = 0°).

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the main plasma parameters during rf driven shot TS6014

(B0 = 3.9 T, Ip = 1.6 MA, ns = 2 x 1019 m-3, PLH = 4.3 MW, and Sty = • 45°).

FIG. 3. Ratio of electric power gained by suprathermal electrons to resonantly absorbed

LH power, versus phase velocity normalized to runaway velocity. Full curves are

deduced from theoretical calculations11 for various ionic species (Z is the ion charge).

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the main plasma parameters during long pulse operation

(shot TS6718, B0 = 3.9 T, Ip = 1.6 MA, T^ = 3 x 1019 nr3, PLH = 2.8 MW, 5<|> = 0°).

FIG. 5. Difference between the resistive flux consumptions during inductive (OH) current

ramp-up and during combined LH/OH ramp-up at various LH powers, versus time

integral of PLH/ ne. The current was increased from 0.7 MA to 1.4 MA at a rate of 0.4

MA/s while n« varied from 1 to 2 x 1019 nr3.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the internal self-inductance during current ramp-up, with

ohmic drive alone and with 0.7 MW LHCD at three different antenna phasings (- 90°, 0°,

and + 90°). The current was increased from 0.7 MA to 1.4 MA at a rate of 0.4 MA/s

while ne varied from 1 to 2 x 1019 nr3.

FIG. 7. MHD activity domains in the (dlp / dt, PLH) plane during OH and OH/LH current

ramp-up (5<j) = 0°).

FIG. 8. (a) Electron temperature profile deduced from Thomson scattering at central

electron density ne0 = 2.2 x 1019 nr3, with ohmic heating alone and with 3.6 MW of

additional LH power (5<|> = - 60°, shot TS5705). (b) Same as (a) with ne0 =

4,5 x 1019 nv3, PLH = 4.2 MW, and with combined LHCD (4.2 MW, 5»J> = 0°) and

ICRF heating (2.2 MW, dipole phasing, shot TS6369).
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FIG. 9. (a) Global (diamagnetic) confinement time versus total input power for various

densities (Ip = 1.6 MA), and comparison with the ITER 89-P (L-mode) scaling law

(continuous curves), (b) Thermal electron energy content (Thomson scattering) versus

Rebut-Lallia prediction19, for various densities and plasma currents, and for input powers

ranging from 0.8 to 7.5 MW.

FIG. 10. (a) Radially inverted hard X-ray emission profiles for photon energies above

248 keV and ̂  = 1.5 x 1019 nv3 (shot TS5980), during sawtoothing (dotted line, PLH =

2 MW, 5<j) = 0°) and without sawteeth (full line, PLH - 2.9 MW, 5<|> = 0°). (b) Same as

(a) for photon energies between 89 keV and 121 keV.

FIG. 1 1. (a) Radially inverted hard X-ray emission profiles for photon energies between

57 and 89 keV and H6 = 4 x 1019 nr3 (shot TS5990), during low frequency LH power

modulation (8<|> = 0°) from P1Jj = 2 MW (dotted line) to P1J1 = 2.9 MW (full line), (b)

vSame as (a) for photon energies between 216 and 248 keV.

FIG. 12. Time delay for the appearance of the heat source versus minor radius during
*

high frequency modulation experiments (ne = 4 x 1019 nr3, PLH = 1.9 to 2.9 MW) with

O degree antenna phasing and + 90 degree phasing.

FIG. 13. Pellet penetration length for various volume-averaged plasma densities, versus

time delay between LH power switch-off and pellet injection. Pellets are injected at a

speed of 600 m/s.

FIG. 14. Time evolution of the main plasma parameters during a 9 second long repetitive

deuterium pellet injection (28 pellets) in a LH driven helium discharge (shot TS6035).

The 2 MW LH power (5<|> = 0°) is switched-off 90 ms before each pellet injection and

resumes 10 ms after the pellet has been fired.

FIG. 15. Evolution of the electron density profile (deduced from Thomson scattering)

during combined LHCD and pellet fueling for the same shot as in Fig. 14.

FIG. 16. Time evolution of some plasma parameters during combined LHCD

3.3 MW, §<{> = 0°) and ergodic divertor operation (Ig^ =18 kA) producing a MARFE

and radiating 90 % of the input power (shot TS5674).
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